ACTuDB, a new database for the integrated analysis of array-CGH and clinical data for tumors.
In recent years, an increasing number of projects have investigated tumor genome structure, using microarray-based techniques like array comparative genomic hybridization (array-CGH) or single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) arrays. The forthcoming studies have to integrate these former results and compare their findings to the existing sets of copy number data for validation. These sets also form the basis from which many comparative retrospective analyses can be carried out. Nevertheless, exploitation of this mass of data relies on a homogeneous preparation of copy number data, which will make it possible to compare them together, and their integration into a unified bioinformatics environment with ad hoc analysis tools and interfaces. To our knowledge, no such data integration has been proposed yet. Therefore the biologists and clinicians involved in cancer research urgently need such an integrative tool, which motivated us to undertake the construction of a database for array-CGH and other DNA copy number data for tumors (ACTuDB). When available, the associated clinical, transcriptome and loss of heterozygosity data were also integrated into ACTuDB. ACTuDB contains currently about 1500 genomic profiles for tumors and cell lines for the bladder, brain, breast, colon, liver, lymphoma, neuroblastoma, mouth and pancreas, together with data for replication timing experiments. The CGH array data were processed, using ad hoc algorithms (probe mapping, breakpoint detection, gain or loss status assignment and visualization) developed at Institut Curie. The database is available from http://bioinfo.curie.fr/actudb/ and can be browsed with a user-friendly interface. This database will be a useful resource for the genomic profiling of tumors, a field of highly active research. We invite research groups involved in tumor genome profiling to submit their data to ACTuDB.